A simple equation.

For a simpler way to reach your clients.
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Appointment Reminders
USANotify allows you to add all your currently scheduled
appointments using a simple import tool or add new appointments
manually. You have the capability to search appointments based on
date, doctor, location or much more. You can also view detailed
reports of appointments and notification outcomes.

Introduction

Group Notifications

USA Notify is a cloud based service that gives medical facilities,
service industries, government organizations and companies, as well
as individuals, the ability to notify their customers, patients, residents
and partners. Automated reminders, alerts and notifications can be
sent effectively via phone, email and/or text message at optimal
times.

The Group Notification feature allows you to send out a custom
notification to any number of people. You can group your clients into
lists and notify them on a list-by-list basis.

Effortlessly import existing clients and notifications into
USANotify’s services and promptly integrate into your current
business.

Time is always a factor in business and it is always beneficial to
allocate your resources effectively. USA Notify can help to free
up staff members for greater customer service and ensure that your
message is received.

Simple and Effective
Once you add a new notification to the system, you don’t have to
worry about anything else. Your clients will be notified by your
(or better yet, their) chosen method reliably and in a timely
manner.
USANotify’s dedicated platforms can be accessed from anywhere
via Cloud Computing with no equipment to purchase.

Three Ways to Remind
USANotify utilizes voice calls, text messages, and emails. This
ensures that your clients will be reminded of their appointments
through multiple methods. You can have peace of mind
knowing that USANotify will reliably reach your clients using
one or all three types of notifications.

When initiating a new group notification, you can type out your own
messages to be sent, and an advanced text-to-speech engine will
convert your text into a voice prompt for the voice call. You can also
pick and choose which type of group notification you wish to send.

Emergency Broadcasts
With USANotify, be equipped to announce alerts in advance or in
the aftermath of a disaster. Broadcast localized phone alerts,
email alerts and/or sms alerts to residents in potentially impacted
areas or messages in the aftermath of a disaster and provide
emergency aid assistance.

Versatility
USANotify is accessed through a web browser, meaning that you
can use it from phones, tablets, and computers as long as you have
an internet connection. This flexibility allows you to view and
organize your appointments and notifications in more places, in
response to more situations.

Scalability
USANotify Dialout systems and servers can send out 1000’s of calls,
text messages and emails per hour. Our services are scalable from just
a few appointment reminders to thousands of notifications.
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